It is determined which finitely generated projective modules over a Dedekind domain admit nondegenerate symmetric r-linear forms.
The structure results are quite strong for r > 3.
In this note we determine which finitely generated projective modules over a Dedekind domain admit a nondegenerate r-linear form.
Definition. Let R be a commutative ring and let V denote a finitely generated R-module. A symmetric r-linear map 6 : V -» R is said to be nonde- given a e U'1, x £ R there are a'x --■ aj_j £ 21, zlv ... , zl_x £ R, i = 1, 
• ■ ■ zl.
ix<-<is 1 = 1 12s Is = xr-s-l tor s < t. We can do this since, in a Dedekind domain, any nonzero element of an ideal can be extended to a two element generating set for that ideal. Let x , e 2f-1, xr_2 6 2Ir-2 be such that rVr-i+>Vi\-2 = aThen let xQ = x -fi j* j. It is clear that 0, . .. , 0, x _., x , is a solution to (*).
We summarize these results as follows. Then with jiQ = 1, we can choose xQ so that the second equation holds.)
Take pr = 1 and choose /t j so that 2Ir~ jit j is not contained in any of the finite number of minimal primes over 2Ir. This is possible since 2r-is invertible. Then 2F+ 2Ir-Vr_i has height <d-l. It 2Ir + 2ir-Vr_1 / R, choose p _2 so that 2Ir_ u _ is not contained in any of the minimal primes over 2I*-+ 2Ir~Vr_i-Then 2T + 2Ir-Vr_1 + 2Ir-:7r_2 has height < d-2. Continuing in this manner, we get the desired p , .. . , p _,.
